March 15, 2017
Re: Synergy testimonial

To whom it may concern,
My name is Antonio Davila and I am a Superintendent for Beal Derkenne in the Arizona division of
construction. I have had the pleasure if working with Synergy from 2013 through today on The Next
building in Tucson AZ, Social 28 buildings in Gainesville FL, and The Rise in Tempe AZ.
Synergy has been the low volt contractor on all of these extremely challenging projects. In my
experience with Synergy, they are able to land on their feet in any market. The construction Synergy
team is able to Interface with ownership groups, municipalities, utility companies, G.C. management
& field staff in order to move a project forward.
In the field the Synergy crews have been able to keep up with the fast pace production commercial
large scale projects. They are able to estimate/ act quickly on the adjustments that design teams
make throughout the project. The LV crews can design data/ coax/ AV and security networks and
execute the plan. They are always great communicators, as challenges arise Synergy crews are able
identify the issue and provide a constructive problem solving approach to the issue. At the end of a
project as deadlines are close Synergy can size up the crews at critical stages and pushes projects
through to finish line.
Synergy is organized and has good procurement ability at all levels. They are extremely dedicated to
projects that are on contract. Synergy fiber staffs good team leaders on projects that are able to
communicate well with others. I highly recommend them as a valuable part of any team for any
commercial project.

Sincerely,

Antonio Davila
Superintendent
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